HOUSING AND LAND USE COMMITTEE MEETING
Macalester-Groveland Community Council
Wednesday, March 27th – 6:30 p.m.
Groveland Rec Center, 2021 St. Clair Avenue

Attendees:
Meg Arnosti
Tom Dietsche
Jack Fei
Alexa Golemo
Kathryn McGuire
Wendy Merrell

Mike Moore
Ben Mingo
David Pasiuk
Cathy Plessner
Mark Seuntjens
Elizabeth Wefel

AGENDA
6:30

I.

Introductions
Mike spoke to the goals, process and responsibilities of the committee. All committee
and staff members in attendance introduced themselves

6:35

II.

Addition/Deletion of Agenda items
No agenda items were added or deleted

6:37

III.

Approval of February 2019 Minutes
The February 2019 minutes were approved by a unanimous voice vote

6:40

IV.

My Burger (1580 Grand Avenue) - application for a wine and malt on-sale license
John Abdo – President of My Burger is requesting a wine and malt on-sale license for the
My Burger at Grand and Snelling
 Opened Sept 12, 2017
 Clientele has requested beer and wine to be sold
 Hours are 11am to 10pm
 Outdoor seating is located in a section of the parking lot
Wendy:
 do they have experience in selling beer and wine
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what security measures are they taking
what precautions will they be taking to ensure it is sold to legal age people
(concerned about the college students0
John response:
 My Burger has 2 locations in Richfield and 1 in Mpls where they sell wine and
beer
 They card anyone 40 or under
 Staff is trained on selling alcohol and issues revolving around the sale
 Alcohol cannot be removed from the premise
 My Burger is a family restaurant so past experience is that customers only
purchase 1 beer or glass of wine
 Alcohol is only 2% of total sales
 My Burger does not cater to students mostly adults and families
Jack made a motion
 The Housing and Land Use Committee of the Macalester-Groveland Community
Council recommends approval of the wine and malt on sale license application
for My Burger at 1580 Grand Avenue.
Cathy seconded the motion
Passed unanimously
7:00

V.

2150 Grand Avenue – Owner is seeking neighborhood input on site plan for
redevelopment of a single-family home to a fourplex and the request for a lot size
variance.

Owners: Max Schwartzman and Sam Daoud
 Owned the property for a few years
 Single family home
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Currently rented as student housing
Zone 2
Lot size is just under 6400 square feet
o Looking for a variance on lot size
o Wish to build a fourplex
o Need a lot size of 9000 square feet
Willing to work with the committee and neighborhood for appearance
Building for student housing
One unit per floor including basement
Each unit has 2 bedrooms with a sitting area for each bedroom
Will have 6 parking spots

Following is the Site Plan and Elevation that was distributed prior to the meeting:
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Following is the Application questions that were distributed prior to the meeting:
1). This parcel is zoned RM2 which promotes higher density than just a single-family home.
2). Our goal with this project is to increase density on this stretch of Grand Avenue. We want to
provide new, unique, and upscale living on the inside of the building, while keeping the exterior
aesthetically consistent with the properties nearby.
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3). More often than not, 4-plexes need larger lots because they are larger structures. However, this
proposed 4-plex which will replace a single-family home has nearly the same footprint as the singlefamily home currently on the site. We can meet all of the setback and parking requirements for the
proposed 4-plex. In this particular case, since all of the provisions such as front & side setbacks,
parking, and height can be met, the lot size requirement is not pertinent. The point of the lot size
requirement is to allow for the necessary amount of parking and necessary setbacks. However, since
we can meet all of these requirements without having a 9000 sqft lot, the lot size requirement is not
necessary in this particular development. Additionally, there is a contradiction within the zoning code.
We are required to have 1500 sqft per unit. With our current lot size of nearly 6400 sqft we should be
allowed to build 4 units. However, the code also says we need 9000 sqft to develop more than 2 units.
4). The city has determined that this stretch of Grand Avenue would be best utilized if it consisted of
small apartment buildings. Currently this parcel is sandwiched between two apartment buildings.
Keeping this parcel as a single-family home is really is a waste of a great parcel and not what the city
has determined its most optimal use to be. Creating four units on this parcel rather than one would
help lower rents on this parcel. The rent for the single-family home on the parcel is around $3200 per
month. The proposed rent for the four, two-bedroom units in this new 4-plex will be around half of the
current amount per month.
5). The variance and future use of the property would align with the zoning district as well as the cities
comprehensive plan. RM2 promotes higher density than a single-family home. This proposed 4-plex
would also bring more affordable and denser living to a high demand area with great access to public
transportation.
6). This single-family home wedged between two apartment buildings looks, for lack of a better term,
awkward. If anything, this 4-plex will bring this parcel up to par with the look, feel, and aesthetics of
the surrounding area. We want to bring this property up to par with the surrounding parcels. This is a
very walkable and high demand area. Having this parcel be a single family home is not the highest
and best use of this parcel.

Discussion
Meg:
 How much space between each building?
 The large tree in front will that be taken down or damaged?
Max response:
 6 feet without an additional variance
 Footprint is close to the current footprint it will just be taller
 The large tree in front will remain
Tom:
 With one unit on each floor including the basement, has there been any feedback from the
city
Max response:
o They have met with the city
Kathryn:
 Is there only one entry/exit?
Max response:
o Yes, except for the garden level apartment
o City does not have an issue with this
Mike:
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The building to the east is 40 feet high
The building to the west is 28 feet high
What will be the height of this building?
Max response:
o 35 to 38 feet high
Dave:
 History of the property
 This has come up in front of the committee when the apartment building to the sides were
built.
 8 years ago the owner wouldn’t sell to the apartment owners.
 This property looks odd, weird with the surrounding apartments
 There is a similar situation just north of Cecil’s that is a threeplex
 How wide is the lot?
Max response:
o The lot is 40 feet wide
o There is a similar situation across from Davanni’s
o They did not need a variance
Mark:
 Have Max and Sam talked to the neighbors?
 They could build a duplex on the lot size without a variance
Max response:
o Have not spoken with the neighbors
o Duplex would not be financially feasible
 Would house 4 people which the house does now
 House would remain as a single family home and would possibly be sold
o Intent is for students to sleep and study in this space
o Could have 4 students per unit but the intent is to have 2 students per unit
Jack:
 Are they preserving the existing foundation?
 Would like the building to look like the neighborhood
 Believes it would improve the neighborhood
Max response:
o Tearing down the existing home and rebuilding
Kathryn:
 Initial concern is that the 3rd floor is detrimental
Ben:
 With the existence of mixed corridors, this will continue to happen and we have to get used
to the look
Elizabeth:
 Has had a fourplex for 17 years and there was plenty of sunshine
 Feels the city needs more housing
 No concerns
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Dave:
 Guidelines for street parking is permits
o $10 per guest permit
 6 spaces for parking
 Need to speak with neighbor across the alley
Max response:
o Have not spoken with the neighbor across the alley
o Wouldn’t be a big change
o Currently 4 parking spots
Mike:
 Garage will be taken down also
Max response:
o Yes
Tom:
 Has the building materials been finalized?
Max response:
o Exposed brick
o Open to suggestions
o Wood frame
Cathy:
 Smart to speak with the committee prior to requesting the variance
 Adding 16 more people will be an issue for the neighborhood
Jack:
 Warning that the attitude towards students is negative in the neighborhood
Tom:
 The neighborhoods love students but not necessarily in their back yard
Mike:
 Possibly try for a tri-plex
 May not be cost effective
Max response:
o Has run the numbers on a tri-plex
o Parking allocation
 Each unit is assigned 1 parking spot
 Additional 2 spots will be assigned first come
 Experience is that because they are students there may not even be a need for 6 spots
Colin – from the transportation committee
 Recommendation is to figure out what is the issues for these type of requests
o Be clear on the issue
o Is it parking? Noise?
o Allows the requestor the opportunity to fix the issue
Elizabeth:
 Will there be bike racks?
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Max response:
o Yes, in the back of the building
Mark:
 Why does the 9000 square foot rule exist?
Max response:
o City has larger lot size so the developer can have set backs, unit size and parking
o Typical unit is 1500 square feet
o Usually 2 units per floor
o This is 1 unit per floor
o Has spoken with Jerome Bennett about the code
o With this design should be able to build on the 6000 square feet lot
Dave:
 Recommends that they push the city to change the code
Mike:
 Conflicting set of variances
 Laws need to be clarified
Kathryn:
 Lot size may be determined with the number of people
Max response:
o No, it is by setbacks and parking not people
Tom:
 If the committee was voting he would support the design
Max response:
o He would like a vote tonight
Cathy:
 Can’t vote tonight as the process is not complete
 Application must be filled out
 Notice must go out to neighbors
 Neighbors must have the opportunity to come to the meeting to give feedback
Max response:
o They have completed the application and submitted it
o Notification has not gone out
Mike:
 Recommends to get support from the neighbors, especially across the alley
Jack:
 Recommends getting support from the apartments
Cathy:
 Recommends to get support from the landlords and renters
Tom:
 Recommends getting support from single family residents
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7:30

VI.

Racial Covenants in Macalester-Groveland Housing – brainstorm ideas for possible
forum
Jack brought up this topic and recommends that the committee sponsors a forum where
people are made aware of racial covenants.





Documentary on PBS “Jim Crow of the North”
o Available to view online
o https://www.tptoriginals.org/learn-about-minneapolis-history-of-racialcovenants-in-jim-crow-of-the-north-full-episode/
Minneapolis has a project “Mapping Prejudice”
o www.mappingprejudice.org
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For our forum
o Who would be invited?
o What type of speakers?
o When would the forum be held?
Tom:
 Covenants are not enforceable but not easy to remove from the deeds
 We need to support that they are removed from deeds
Dave
 Would cost $49 to reissue each deed
 Because covenants are on the deed they could be enforced depending on who is in
charge
Mike
 Should be presented to the city to waive the fee on moral concerns
 Not sure how many deeds have this
 Hennepin County has an online database that is identifying the deeds that contain the
language
Jack:
 This happened in the mid-1920’s
 It would be good to have a researcher as part of the forum
Alexa
 Mapping Prejudice is the project in Minneapolis
 St Kates is trying to get it in Ramsey County
Mike
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There is a play about redlining
Possible people to contact for the forum
o Michelle Berg
o Eleanor Noble
o Macalester Geography or Urban Studies
Tom
 Banks participated in redlining
Dave
 Redlining started with the federal government
 National Housing Act of 1934
Alexa:
 Will research some potential speakers/participants for the forum

7:50

VII.

Updates/Announcements
1. Welcome Alexa! We are so happy to have you join us!
2. Marc Manderscheid will conduct a presentation and discussion about his paper “homes
vs Factories: The 95-Year Battle over the Future of the South Highland Park
Neighborhood” at Highland library on Ford Parkway on Saturday, April 6 th at 1pm. This
excellent historical review was featured by the Ramsey County Historical Society in its
summer 2016 publication. Link: https://publishing.rchs.com/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/RCHS_Summer2016_Manderscheid.pdf
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3. Two At-Large Residential Representative seats are open

4. Mac-Grove Annual Neighborhood Gathering will be held Thursday, April 11th from
6:30pm to 8:30pm at Smail Gallery, Olin-Rice Science Center. Ward 4 and Ward 3
Council Members, Mitra Jalali and Chris Tolbert will be present
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5. Renters Voice Summit will be held on Thursday, April 18th from 6:30 to 8pm at Hamline
University Anderson Center Room 111. 774 N. Snelling

8:00

VIII.

Adjourn
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